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When working on urban planning projects there are usually multiple aspects to
consider. Often these aspects are contradictory and it is not possible to choose
one over the other; instead, they each need to be fulfilled as well as possible.
Planners typically draw on past experience when subjectively prioritising which
aspects to consider with which degree of importance for their planning concepts.
This practice, although understandable, places power and authority in the hands
of people who have varying degrees of expertise, which means that the best
possible solution is not always found, because it is either not sought or the
problem is regarded as being too complex for human capabilities. To improve this
situation, the project presented here shows the potential of multi-criteria
optimisation algorithms using the example of a new housing layout for an urban
block. In addition it is shown, how Self-Organizing-Maps can be used to visualise
multi-dimensional solution spaces in an easy analysable and comprehensible
form.
Keywords: Planning synthesis, Evolutionary algorithms, Multi-criteria
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INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on the implementation and test-
ing of a minimal but ﬂexible chromosome represen-
tation that enables one to explore a huge search
space of possible building layouts in an acceptable
time andon the integrationof this system into aplan-
ning process. This representation has to accommo-
date both parametric aswell as topological optimiza-
tion. The latter requires that for the example dis-
cussed here we have to vary the number of build-
ings. A further goal is to show that various evaluation
methods when combined with evolutionary multi-
criteria optimization (EMO) can assist a planner in ex-
ploring design possibilities by oﬀering compromise
solutions located on the Pareto front.
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Figure 1
Class diagram of the
PSSA optimization
library. On the left,
the wrapper to the
PISA library; on the
right, the interface
for multi-criteria
chromosomes and
ﬁtness functions as
well as the
multi-criteria
population class.
Their structure is
based on the
AForge.Genetic
library.
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METHODS
We developed a framework for computational plan-
ning synthesis and spatial analysis (PSSA), which
combines algorithms for the evaluation of spatial
conﬁgurations, for optimization, visualization and
user interaction. PSSA is written primarily in C-Sharp
and combines existing libraries with newly devel-
oped algorithms into oneopen source framework [1].
It was created over the past few years as part of var-
ious research projects at diﬀerent institutions and is
continuously being developed further.
For the layout example presented in this paper
we show how various Isovist ﬁeld properties (Batty
2001; Benedikt 1979) can be used as ﬁtness values in
combination with others (multi-criteria ﬁtness func-
tion) to evaluate 2D building layout variants. The po-
tential of this approach for single criteria optimiza-
tion was already demonstrated by Schneider and
Koenig (2012). A similar approach for using 3D Isovist
for spatial planning is demonstrated by Derix (2009).
Isovist ﬁelds are used to describe experiential
qualities, which are very important in urban design,
but usually under-represented in computational de-
sign approaches. To optimize the arrangement and
properties of buildings in an urban layout we devel-
oped an evolutionary strategy (µ+λ) ES in combina-
tionwitha selectionmechanismusing theHypEalgo-
rithm (Bader & Zitzler 2011) from the PISA framework
(Zitzler&Thiele 1999). HypE is especially designed for
considering many-objectives, since the state of the
artmulti-objective algorithmsaredeveloped for solv-
ing problems with two or three contradiction objec-
tives. All selectors from the PISA framework [2] are
included in PSSA (left-hand column in Figure 1). The
class structure of PSSA for optimization (especially for
the interfaces) is based on the AForge.Genetic library
[3]. Figure 1 shows the resulting class structure of the
PSSA optimization library.
For our layout example we need to implement
a special chromosome based on the IMultiChromo-
some interface and a set of ﬁtness functions that are
combined in a class based on the IMultiFitness Func-
tion (Figure 1). Both the chromosome and the ﬁt-
ness function are used as initialisation parameters for
a MultiPopulation instance.
In the chromosome we encode parameters for
buildings' x/y-position, width, length, rotation, and
number of buildings as well as maximal and minimal
values for each parameter. These parameters may be
changed by the mutation and crossover operators of
the ES. Another parameter deﬁnes the coverage ra-
tio of an area as a density characteristic value. This
value has to be constant for all variations to ensure
their comparability. The parameters are encoded as
real values for the ES and an individual mutation op-
erator is provided for each parameter. The minimal
length of a buildings side is for example deﬁned by
the square root of the buildings area, multiplied by a
ratio value. The range of the ratio is [0; 1]. Whereas
e.g. 0.5 means that the minimal value for a buildings
side is half of the length of a square with the area of
the building.
For topological optimization of building layouts,
where we vary the number of buildings and there-
fore the number of gens for each chromosome, we
need to implement a more sophisticated crossover
mechanism. For the minimum number of buildings
in one of the chromosomes we can exchange the
gens randomly. For the diﬀerence in the number of
buildings we generate a random number between 0
and the diﬀerence. It indicates the number of gens
which are copied from the old chromosomewith the
most buildings to the new chromosome. After the
crossover and mutation operators of each iteration
have been executed (Figure 2), we check if the same
coverage ratio still applies. If notweadapt the sizes of
the buildings by varying their width and length val-
ues.
In a last step the optimization algorithm is com-
bined with adaptation mechanisms as described by
Koenig and Schneider (2012). First, weuse a repelling
algorithm to prevent buildings fromoverlapping one
another (Figure 2) or the border of a deﬁned area.
Second, we use virtual springs to deﬁne adjacency
relationships between buildings. The advantage of
these adaptationmechanisms is that we do not need
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Figure 2
Crossover for
layouts with various
number of
buildings. Left:
Schematic layout
with 3 and 2
buildings. Right:
The corresponding
chromosomes,
where a gen
represents a
building with all its
properties and
parameter values.
to include a corresponding goal into the set of ﬁtness
criteria for the EMO. This helps keep the search space
smaller and in turn shortens the computing time re-
quired to generate useful solutions.
SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE
We present a software prototype (Figure 3) that
shows how an urban planner can treat a planning
problem as an inverse problemby deﬁningwhat per-
formance a solution should have and using an EMO
system to automatically generate a set of best com-
promise solutions. An interesting challenge is how
to translate requirements that are relevant for a plan-
ner to thepossibilities that result fromcomputational
analysis using Isovist ﬁelds. For example if wewant to
ﬁnd a spatial conﬁguration where the arrangement
of the buildings creates one large central place, we
canmaximise the "area" Isovist parameter value. This
interpretation of an Isovist ﬁeld property can be con-
sidered as an indirect measurement for our require-
ment. Other related interpretation examples and a
more detailed explanation of the Isovist properties
can be found in the paper by Schneider and Koenig
Figure 3
Software prototype
showing an
example of a
building layout
with corresponding
Isovist analysis. The
coloured grid
represents an
Isovist ﬁeld for
"area" property and
crosses the entire
planning area.
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(2012). Our optimization approach becomes espe-
cially interesting when we combine various require-
ments that could potentially contradict each other
(or not) into one EMO. In the paper, we elaborate on
various examples in more detail.
Another important aspect for using EMO during
a planning process is the ability to introduce further
restrictions in a simple and visualway. Figure 3 shows
an example where an open space axis is inserted
which, for example, could stand for a new street (the
long narrow rectangle in the centre of the planning
area). Furthermore the prototype makes it possible
to move, rotate and scale individual objects. After
each user interaction we update all chromosomes of
a population, so that all genes (that represent an ob-
ject such as a building) aﬀected by the user manip-
ulation are assigned new parameter values. This en-
sures that the changes will be constant for a few iter-
ations. We can also optionally lock an object which
means that the related genes are not changed by the
crossover andmutation operators. A diﬃculty results
from the fact that we don't ﬁx the number of build-
ings which requires a special function to ensure con-
sistency of the chromosomes after user interactions.
RESULTS
To test the EMO mechanism we used a simple ex-
ample of a rectangular area, for which we looked
for buildings layouts, for which we maximised two
objectives: The mean and max "area" property of
the Isovist ﬁeld. Figure 4 shows results of one run
of our optimization system, whereas one row shows
a generation and each column consists the non-
dominated solutions found so far and collected in an
archive. The system ﬁnd very good solutions already
after 20 generations. In Figure 4, solutions with huge
red (free) areas are better in this simple example.
In the next step we increase the number of ob-
jectives to ﬁve. These are the following Isovist prop-
erties: Maximisation of maximum area, maximisa-
tion of mean area, minimisation of mean occlusiv-
ity, maximisation of mean compactness, maximisa-
tion of mean min-radial (minimal distance to obsta-
cles) value. Figure 5 shows the 30 layouts after 20
Figure 4
Optimization
process. The rows
show the content of
the archive with the
best (pareto
optimal) solutions.
The initial layouts
are shown in the
bottom row, the
ﬁnal ones (after 20
iterations) are
shown at the top
row. The colours
show the area
property of the
Isovist ﬁeld.
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Figure 5
Layout result of an
optimization
process with ﬁve
objectives after 20
iterations. The
colours show the
area property of the
Isovist ﬁeld.
generations which are contained in the archive. The
geometries (phenotypes) show more variation than
the ones with only two objectives presented in Fig-
ure 4. This results amongst others from the fact, that
some objectives contradict each other. For exam-
ple the maximisation of the mean min-radial contra-
dictwith themaximisationof themaximisationof the
maximumarea value. We can also see in Figure 5 that
similar geometrical solutions are not placed beside
each other, but are randomly arranged. The solutions
are added to the archive if their diﬀerences in the ob-
jectives are large enough without considering their
geometrical properties. For an application of amulti-
objective optimization system in a planning context,
a possibility to order the solutions in a meaningful
way is very important. Usually a pairwisemapping to
two-dimensional pareto-front curves is used for this
purpose. A promising alternative is a clustering using
Self-Organizing-Maps (SOM) as shown by Obayashi
and Sasaki (2003). SOM are capable to map multi-
dimensional data into a two-dimensional map. This
allows a planner to ﬁnd solutions that have similar ﬁt-
ness values clustered together.
Figure 6 shows the result of a SOM using the
ﬁve objective values for the same variants as shown
in Figure 5. For the SOM clustering the software
Databionic ESOMTools havebeenused (Ultsch&Mo-
erchen 2005). A torus projection was applied, what
means that the variants at the top are neighbouring
to the bottom ones and the left ones to the right
ones. By clustering the variants by their objectives,
they are also ordered indirectly by their geometrical
properties. Similar phenotypes are placed in the near
of each other in Figure 6 on the left. Nevertheless it is
possible to map the variants by considering their ge-
ometry instead of their objective values. Therefore a
binary grid is used as ﬁngerprint. Each cell can be on
or oﬀ depending if it is located in a free area (on) or
inside a building (oﬀ). In this case we have as many
dimensions to be analysed by the SOM as cells in the
grid. These are 2000 dimensions for the layout exam-
ples shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Because of the result
is relatively similar to the one in Figure 6 on the left,
we don't show it here.
In another setting, we added a ﬁxed open space,
which represents for example a street. For the objec-
tive functions we use the same ﬁve criteria like above
for Figure 6. The layouts resulting from the optimiza-
tion process after 20 iterations are shown in Figure 7.
For the arrangement we have used the binary grid as
ﬁngerprint for the arrangement via SOM.
For the open space an attractor function was
added to align the nearby buildings to it. Because
the open space itself is not considered as obstacle, it
is used for the Isovist ﬁeld calculation. Compared to
Figure 6, where the large open areas (red) emerged at
the edges of the complete area, in Figure 7 the ﬁxed
open space in themiddle is usually part of the largest
open areas. As described above and shown in Fig-
ure 3, it is possible to interact with all geometrical el-
ements including the open spaces. This enables the
user to ﬂexibly change the restrictions for the system,
like the placement of an open space.
For the optimization process it is important that
wedonot changeobjects like the open space. There-
fore they are locked for all operators of the EAandcan
only be changed by the user. Especially the crossover
operator needs to consider locked elements sepa-
rately in order that they do not get lost. For this rea-
son they are copied to the new generation ﬁrst, and
the existing crossover procedure is executed after-
wards as shown in Figure 2.
CONCLUSION ANDOUTLOOK
We have presented an interactive multi-criteria opti-
mization system. We developed this system for the
special requirements in the planning context, where
it is needed to interact with the geometrical ele-
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Figure 6
SOM analysis. Left:
Arrangement of
layout variants from
Figure 5 using the
mapping of the
SOM analysis.
Colours show
Isovist ﬁeld area.
Right: Visualisation
of PMatrix of the
Databionic ESOM
Software. Variants
(represented as
points) in clusters
with warmer
colours have more
in common with
respect to all
dimensions than
the variants in
clusters with colder
(blue) colours.
ments, change restrictions and objective functions
andhaveunderstandable visualizationsduring the it-
erative optimization process. The presented exam-
ples are not very realistic, since there are more crite-
ria that need to be considered, but they are a good
prove of the concept for using an optimization tech-
niques during an urban planning process.
To ﬁll the archive with pareto optimal solutions
we test the similarity of solutions by comparing their
ﬁtness values. The idea is to accept only new solu-
tions for the archive that are suﬃciently diﬀerent to
maintain the diversity of genotypes and phenotypes
in the population. This comparison can be improved
by using the binary grid comparemethodwhich was
used to cluster similar solutions. The disadvantage
of this procedure is, that it requires an additional and
relative time consuming computing step per itera-
tion why we have not used it.
A further open issue is how to design a process
that allows a planner to use the solutions presented
in a SOM to lead the optimization process in a new
direction, without analysing which restrictions or ﬁt-
ness values need to be changed.
Finally it is worth tomention the relationship be-
Figure 7
Layouts with open
space. Left:
Arrangement of
layout variants
using the mapping
of a SOM analysis.
Colours show the
Isovist ﬁeld area
property. Right:
Visualisation of the
PMatrix of the
Databionic ESOM
Software. Variants
(represented as
points) in clusters
with warmer
colours have more
in common with
respect to all
dimensions than
the variants in
clusters with colder
(blue) colours. Design Tool 2 - Volume 2 - eCAADe 32 | 573
tween restrictions and objectives for an optimization
system. Which criteria we consider as restriction that
must be fulﬁlled by each variant and which is used
as objective for themulti-criteria optimizationmech-
anism is always a trade-oﬀ between the computing
time to achieve meaningful results and the possibil-
ity for the system to create unexpected results.
The presented system is the ﬁrst step towards a
computing systems that learn and interact with an
urban planner to extend what either humans or ma-
chine could do on their own. Such a concept can be
called cognitive computing. The idea of such a col-
laborative design system is close to the holy grail of
Computer Science: The user states the problem, the
computer solves it (Freuder1997).
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